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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F,, and G, be any two finitely generated free modules over the com- 
mutative ring R,, of ranks m and n, respectively (m 2 n, say). Let R denote 
the symmetric algebra S,,,(F,,@G,); R is a polynomial ring R,[X,] with 
1 6 i < m, 1 <j < n. Each X, corresponds to fi@gj, where {j;} and {g,} 
denote bases of F, and G,, respectively. Take the modules F = R 0 R,, F, 
and G = R OR0 G,, finitely generated and free over R, and let {h} and 
{ gj} also denote, by abuse of notation, the obvious R-bases of F and G. A 
distinguished element in Hom,(FO G, R) is the map cp defined by 
cp(fi@g,) = X,. Let q also denote the corresponding map G + F* obtained 
via the canonical isomorphism 
Hom,(FO G, R) z Hom,(G, F*). 
Then the matrix of cp: G + F* with respect to the chosen bases is precisely 
the m x n matrix (X,). It is called the “generic” matrix because one can 
view any G, +@) F$ (each aq in R,) as obtained by “specializing” (X,). 
Consider next the free modules APG and APF* (p <n), which can be 
thought of as R OR0 APG, and R OR0 ApF,*, respectively. Given the 
generic map q: G -+ F*, one immediately has the map Apq: APG + APF*, 
or else a map Apq: APF@ APG + R. It is not difficult to check that the 
image of the latter Ap’p is the ideal, Z,, generated in R by the minors of 
order p of the generic matrix (X,). Explicitly, Apq associates to the element 
fi, A . . . A\fjpQgjl h “’ 
(X,), that is, the 
A gjP of ApF@ APG the minor (i, . ..i. (j, .-.j,) of 
minor given by the rows of indices i,,..., ip and the 
columns of indices j, ,..., jp. 
It is a problem of considerable interest dating back to Hilbert’s times (cf. 
[7,4]) to find an explicit free resolution of the ideal Z,. When p = n, a 
solution is given by the Eagon-Northcott complex (cf. references in [3]). 
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Eagon and Hochster [6] proved that R/Zp always has a resolution of 
length (m-p + l)(n -p + l), by showing that Z, is perfect, but without 
providing an explicit construction. Later Lascoux [8] solved the problem 
for any p, but assuming that R, contained the field of rational numbers. 
Analyzing the works of Lascoux and Nielsen [9], Buchsbaum realized that 
within a resolution of R/Z,, there appeared two types of boundary maps, 
one of degree 1 and one of degree p. He was then able to give a new con- 
struction of the Eagon-Northcott complex (cf. [3]) and in a joint work 
with Akin and Weyman (cf. Cl]), solved the case of the submaximal 
minors. More will be said about this in the next section. But let us note 
here that [ 1 ] provides no explicit description of the boundary map of the 
complex resolving Z, ~ r. In fact [l] gives no clue about the type of 
morphism involved; one would like to know a little bit more about that, in 
order to tackle the cases of ZnP2, I,-- 3, etc. It is the purpose of this paper 
to provide such a finishing touch. 
2. THE RESOLUTION FOUND BY AKIN, BUCHSBAUM, AND WEYMAN 
In this section we briefly summarize what can be found in [ 11. The 
reader is strongly advised to have a look at that paper (and its 
bibliography!) before proceeding to the next sections. 
Consider a graded, commutative ring R = R,@ R, 0 R2@ . . . and two 
R,-modules M, and N,,; suppose that cpO: MO -+ R, 0 RO N, is a map over 
Ro. The “induced” modules M and N over R are defined to be R OR,, 44, 
and R OR0 N,, respectively. There is a straightforward way of defining a 
map cp: M -+ N over R; namely, for every k, the morphism q on R, 0 R. M, 
is 
R,QM, aR,QR,@N,-R k+yQNo, 
where RkQRy-+Rk+y is multiplication in R. The map cp is then said to be 
of degree q. In particular, when q = 1, cp is called a linear morphism. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let R = S,,(F,@ G,) as in Section 1. Recall the 
canonical isomorphism between Hom.,(F,, F’,,) and Z’,@ F,*, and let cFO 
denote the element of F. @ F,* corresponding to the identity on F,. Define 
(P~:G~-*R,@~,,F,* as 
G,=G,@F,QF,* - FoQG,QF,*, 
where the second map just permutes F. and GO. It is not difficult to check 
that the induced linear morphism q: G -+ F* is precisely the morphism cp 
defined in Section 1 by means of bases. This shows that the generic map 
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between F and G can be defined intrinsically and essentially corresponds to 
the identity morphism F. + F, over R,. 
Remark 2.2. Under the same conditions as in Example 2.1, throughout 
this paper, we consistently denote the operation of R on any induced 
module M in two ways. Let r be any element of R. If r is thought of as an 
element of the symmetric algebra S,,(F, 0 G,), then we write r 0 m (m an 
element of M, and, by abuse of notation, also of R OR0 M,). But if r is 
thought of as an element of R,[X,], say r = r(X,), then we write r(X,) x m, 
or simply r(Xi,) m (m an element of M). Anyway, the context will always 
clarify what we mean. 
Let us again put ourselves into the situation of Section 1. The free 
resolution of I,-, found by Akin et al. is constructed as follows. 
They first define a complex 
consisting of universally free modules, with boundary maps of degree 1, 
and such that H,(X” ~ ‘( 1)) # 0 only for i = 3. 
Then they prove that the Schur complex corresponding to the partition 
(n, n) gives a free resolution 
X”-‘(2):... +x;-’ (2)-+X;-‘(2)++0 
of the square of I,, and that c is embedded in H,(X”- ‘( 1)) in such a way 
that the composition czH3(X”-‘(1)) +h Z,, is the inclusion, where h is 
obtained by means of the ad hoc constructions needed to define X”- ‘( 1). 
There thus exists a map of complexes 
of degree n - 1, unique up to homotopy, such that h$: is the inclusion 
map c GZ,, (the comparison theorem is used). Indeed, as the map 11/, 
factors through the kernel of Xi- ‘( 1) +X;-‘(l), there exists a map of 
complexes 
. . . -+x;-‘(2)- X;-‘(2) - o- 0 
I ti’2 I 
$1 
I I (1) . . . +x;-‘(l)- X;-‘(l)- x;-‘(l)- x;-‘(l) 
But because of the fact that hy3 f is c 4 Z,, the mapping cone of (1) turns 
out to be a (minimal) free resolution of Z, ~ ’ (the acyclicity lemma is used; 
cf. [S]). 
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The whole process involves a fair number of technicalities and relies 
heavily on several properties of the Schur functors and the Schur com- 
plexes (cf. [2] and, for some classical background from a modern point of 
view, [lo]). Yet the key step is the existence of a map 
(a posteriori denoted by $I”), such that the composition h$: is c 4 Z,,. As 
giving an explicit description of $T is equivalent to giving an explicit 
description of $, (as we will see in the next section), the aim of this paper 
is essentially to produce such a map I,+:. This will provide a clue to what 
the maps involved in the boundary morphism of the resolution look like. 
A few more remarks are made. First, the facts that Xn- ‘( 1) and X”- ‘(2) 
suffice for resolving 1, _ i, and that n - 1 is the degree of the map between 
the complex X+i(2) and the complex Xn- ‘( 1) are consistent with the 
(characteristic free) conjecture one would infer from Lascoux’ work. 
Second, it is unfortunately clear that the ad hoc constructions used in [l] 
cannot be generalized to the cases I,- 2, I,- 3, etc. Third, it is worrisome 
that the morphism between the two complexes is not natural (i.e., invariant 
for the action of the general linear groups of F and G), while we cannot a 
priori exclude that the resolution of I,- i is natural (and a natural 
resolution would probably lend itself to further generalizations). 
3. AN EXPLICIT DESCRIPTION OF t+b, 
In order to state the main result of this paper, we need to recall several 
definitions and results given in [ 11. According to our purposes, we 
sometimes slightly modify their appearance. 
Let us first fix our notations. Given any graded Hopf algebra A over R, 
we denote its diagonal map A --f A @A by A, and by abuse of notation 
every homogeneous component is also denoted by the same letter; further- 
more, A sends x~A, to Ca~&,O~,kPr~A,OAk-,. Examples of graded 
Hopf algebras are AF, SF, and DF, with F our usual free module over R 
(similarly for G). Notice that in SF and DF we give only even degrees; in 
other words, we assign degree 2k to the elements of S,F and D,F so that 
SF and DF may be commutative in the traditional sense. But in AF we 
have 
x ,, y  = ( _ 1 )deg(-WW) y  /, x 
for all homogeneous elements x and y. 
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Consider next the complex UP = { U;, r, k b 0) (p 2 1) with boundary 
map a;, where 
U,P+,= 1 APfuFQD,GQAPfhGQDbF 
u+b=k 
and for xQyQuQvEAP~aFQD,GQAP’bGQDbF, we have 
with Nx)=C,x~,Qx,+.-,, ~Y)=&Y;,QY~~-~, 4u)=C,u;,Q 
u yp+b-1, and d(V)=c,&@V,b-,. 
Given UP and Up-‘, for every p and k we also have a map 
4+1: Uf,, + U,P;i as follows. If x Q y Q u Q v is as above, then 
+ (-~)“+‘~x,,+.~,QYQuQvx~, 
with d(x) and d(u) as above. We denote the cokernel of Bkp+ , by Zkp;j. It 
is proven in [ 1 ] that the sequence 
o+z,p+‘+uf+l~zkp+,+o (*I 
is exact for all p >/ 1, and that 8; induces a boundary map 13; : Z[+ , + Z,P. 
The complex { Zf+ , ,a;} is denoted by Zp. 
Again given Up and Up- ‘, there is another easy morphism to consider, 
namely, a;+ I : Uf, , + U,p + ‘; it is defined by 
a~+,(xQyQuQv)=CxQys,-lQyb, A UQV 
+ (-l)“p4H A xQy@u@v,,-,, 
with the usual notations. It is proven in [l] that a{+ 1 induces a unique 
+1 map @+r:Z,p+r+ZR . 
DEFINITION 3.1. Xi+ , (1) is the kernel of the map dkp+ , . 
Moreover, it can be shown that a; induces a boundary map 
a:,:x;+,d-l. The complex {Xkp+ ,(l), 8;) is denoted by Xp( 1). For 
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p = n - 1, this is the complex introduced in Section 2. Also, in this case we 
have a short exact sequence connecting Z’s and X’s: 
o+x[+,(l)+z,p+I -x,p+l(l)+o. (**) 
As for the description of X72) (introduced in Section 2 for p = n - 1 ), we 
only mention that X{(2)= Ltp+ ,,p+,,F@L~p+,~p+l~ G and X$‘(2) is the 
kernel of the map 
L (p+,.p+,,FOL~p+,.p+,,GOFOG’I~+1, 
which sends 
to (ir . ..i.+, Ijl...jp+l)(S,...Sp+l I t~...t,+~)Xi,j,in MJfijI. 
Finally, we observe that there exists an exact sequence 
O~H,(Z”~‘)~z,~H*(U”-‘)-tH*(Z”-‘)~0; 
it drops out of (*) above, once we remark that X”( 1) z Z” is a resolution of 
I,,; hence H1(Z”) =I,, (it is a resolution of I, for it is just the Eagon- 
Northcott complex for the maximal order minors; anyway it is proven 
explicitly in [ 11). The map h is precisely the one we mentioned in Section 2 
because (**) and the acyclicity of X”( 1) imply that H,(X”- ‘( 1)) is equal to 
H,(Z” ~ ‘). 
We are now ready to talk about the goal of this paper. As anticipated in 
Section 2, we define a morphism 
which, composed with h, is the inclusion I’, 4 I,. Then we prove that this 
morphism $f lifts to a morphism x;l- ‘(2) -+ K called $, , where K denotes 
the kernel of the map X;P’(l)+X;-‘(l). 
Let us describe in detail how one can define a morphism $:: 
c=H,(X”-‘(2))+H,(Z”-7. A ssume that we start with an element 
(i, . . . i, 1 1 . ..n)(s. “.s, 1 1 ... n) E c. Consider the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
O- U;--+ U;P’--+Z;-l-O (recallthat U;gZ;) 
O- U;- U-‘-Z;-‘-0 (recallthat QrZ;) 
I I”” I 
0 - Ul% U!j ~ ’ - Z; - ’ - 0 (recall that Z; g U; = A”F@ A’G). 
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A class in H,(Z”- ‘) is represented by an element z of Z;- ’ which goes to 
zero in Z;.‘. But an element z in Z;- ’ can be represented by an element 
of U; - ‘. Hence we ultimately want to assign to (il . . i, 1 1 . . . n)(s I . . . s,, 1 
1 . . . n) a suitable element of Uj - I, say t. Furthermore, to make sure that h 
sends the above class precisely to the element (il .. . i,, 1 1 ... n)(sl . ‘s,, 1 
1 . . . n) of I,, it sufftces to check that the image of t in U; ’ has a preimage 
in U;, say S, such that s + Z; corresponds to the element (sl ... s, I 1 . . . n) 
fi, A ... AfinQgl A ... A g,. (Or else, (il . ..i. I 1 . ..n)f., A ... of,,@ 
g, A ... A g,.) 
Let a and h be in A”F and let c=g, A ... A g,. Write 
A(a)=~aj,Qa,,PkEAkFQAnPkF, 
x 
A(b)=~b;k~IQb8n-k+lEAkP’FQAn-k+‘F, 
B 
and 
A(g, A ... A gk)=&d’@&k-‘. 
THEOREM 3.2. With the notations introduced above, a map $T with the 
required properties can be defined by 
(a I c)(b I cl H (tl, tz)E U;- ‘, 
where t,EA “+‘FQD2GQAnP’G is 
kcl(-l)k{ 1 (a,,,-,Ik+l...n)(b~,~,I l...k-l) 
1.B.E 
x a:k Ab~,-k+‘08~‘*gkOgek~, Agk+‘A .‘. A&Y, 3 
with g:, *g, = 
8:’ gk lf gk +&I 
(2) 
gk otherwise 
and t,EA”FQGQA”GQFis 
kgl (-l)k{xTb ((4H-l)bn-k 1 k-t 1 ...n)(bhk-l 1 1 ...k-l) 
. . 
X (acm-l)ik&I A b,n-k+l@gk@c@a:, 
> 
(by abuse of notation, we write (x 1 y) instead of Ah~(xQ y), x E AhF, 
YE AhG). 
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The proof is given in Section 4. Here are some remarks. 
Remarks 3.3. (i) Exchanging the roles of a and b in the formulas of 
Theorem 3.2, one gets two different pairs (tI, f2), but they identify the same 
homology class. 
(ii) One might be tempted to define a lifting $ 1 : X7 - ‘(2) -+ K of $ : 
simply by putting 
$l(d~,,,(a@b)@c@c)=classof(tl,t,)inZ;-’ (1) 
and checking that such a class actually is an element of K. However, this 
does not work because &,,(a @ b) = d,,,n,(b @ a) but one gets two different 
classes in Z;- l, when exchanging the roles of a and 6. We therefore fix a 
basis for F (so far everything was natural in F) and use (1) to define $ 1 on 
the standard tableaux. 
(iii) $I is well defined because the class of (tl, r2) in Z;-’ actually is 
an element of K (we recall that K is the kernel of X; ~ ‘( 1) + X; ~ ‘( 1)). 
Proof. The situation is 
0 0 0 
I 
I 
I I 
o- It - X;-‘(l)-- X’;-‘(l) 
I I 
1 1 
o- Ker(ln - 1) - z;- I - z;-’ 
I 
I 
I I 
o- K;(n) - zr; - z;; 
we want to show that the class of (tl, tz) in Z;-’ belongs to both 
Ker(n - 1) and X; - ‘( 1 ), hence to K. But that class is a cycle, so it certainly 
goes to zero in Zl;- ‘. To show that it belongs to X; ~ l(l), we consider the 
diagram 
u; a; u;-’ - z-1 - 0 
a; 
I I 
a;-’ 
I 
a;-’ 
un+1 
1 6;-’ 
* u; - z; -0 
it thus suffices to show that a;-‘(t,, tz) = 0. a;-’ has two components: 
A”+‘F@D,GQA”-‘G-A “+‘F@G@A”G and A”F@G@A”G@F+ 
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A “+‘F@G@n”G (the latter with a negative sign, for (-I)“= 
( - 1)’ = - 1). Applying the former to t, , one gets 
~~,(-l)*k{Z(U,.,lk+l....)ih)* ,Il...k-1) 
cf./~ 
x akk A bijn k+,OgkO(. , 
1 
for x:, g:r A g,&, A gk + , A ... A g,, = kc. 
Applying the latter to t,, one precisely gets 
C(a,,,-~,Ik+l...n)(h;,,~,I 1 . ..k-I) 
z,B 
4. THE FR~~F OF THEOREM 3.2 
From the details given before the statement, we easily see that the only 
nontrivial thing to be proved is 
d;(t,, tz)=W(b I c)aOc). 
Recall that 8; is a morphism of type 
A “+‘F@D~G@A”~‘G @ A”F@G@A”G@F 
A”F@G@A”-‘G @ Anp’F@A”G@F 
and 6; is a morphism of type 
A”F@ A”G 
A”F@G@I-‘G @ A”-‘F@ A”G@F. 
The proof will thus consist of two parts: (i) t, covers the right component 
of 6;((b ( c) a @ c); (ii) t, covers the left component of that element, up to 
the image of t, in AnF@ G @ A”- ‘G. 
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Part(i). 
The right component of @((h 1 c) a@ c) is 
We show how -(b / 1 . . . n) a,,, ~~, @c 0 a:, is covered by some terms of t2. 
It will then be clear how the whole t2 covers the whole right component. 
Among the terms of t, we have 
(-l)“C(h’,j,, , I1 . ..n--l)a.,, , A h,j,Og,,OcOa’,,. 
lf 
The map 8; then gives, among other elements, the sum 
(-l)“(-l)“~‘C(h~j,,~, I l...n--l)(hB, In)a,,,-,OcO&, 
P 
which is precisely -(h 1 1 .. . n) a,,-, @CO a:, . We thus have only to see 
how the superfluous elements given by a; in A”+ ‘F@ n”G @ F are killed 
by the image of further terms of t,. 
Consider for instance the superfluous element 
(-l)“(-l)“~‘C(h;,,~, I l...n-l)((a,,,+,),, In) 
B 
x (a,,,-,L2 A bs,OcOai,. (1) 
The situation is similar for the others. Among the terms of t2 we also have 
( - 1 Y ’ C ((a,,, ,Jd, I n)(bX,-2 I 1 ...n-2) 
B 
applying 8; one gets, among other elements, the sum 
(-l)“p’((a,,-,L5, I n)C (-1)“p2(4,p2 I 1 ...n-2)((hp2)6, I n- 1) 
Ai 
where 4bB21 = Cc (b,2);l 0 (b& E F@ F. Clearly this sum is equal to 
(-l)“-‘((a,,-,),, In)C (-1)“P2(b’s,-, I l...n-1) 
B 
X (a,,-,)&-* A bp,@C@u:, 
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and (1) is cancelled. Again we have only to see how the new superfluous 
elements given by 8; are killed by further terms of t2. 
But the pattern should by now be clear: at the ith step we get super- 
fluous elements of type 
+(-l)“+‘-iC(b;“_.i 11 ...n-i)((a,,-,),i I n-i+ 1 . ..n) 
B 
x (Uan-l)&-I-j A bp;QcQ& 
and we kill them by terms of type 
(-l)“-iC((a,,_,)diIn-i+l...n)(b;l,~i-l( l...n-i-l) 
P 
It is not dilficult to check that at the (n - 1)th step no superfluous elements 
are generated. Thus the process stops and the first part of the proof is 
complete. 
Part (ii). 
The left component of 6;( (b ) c) a 0 c) is 
i (-l)h-i(6) 1 . ..n)u@g.@g, A ... Agh A ... A g,,. 
h=l 
We are going to show how (b 1 1 . ..n) u@g,@g, A ... A g, is covered by 
some terms of l1 and t,. It will then be clear how the whole (t,, t2) covers 
the whole left component. 
Among the terms of ti we have 
(-l)“~(bb,-, 1 l...n-l)UAbs,Og,g,Og,A ... Ag,,. 
The map a: then gives, among other elements, the following sum 
(-l)“(-l)“m3-1 I1 -+I-l)(bsl In)U@g,@g,A ... Ag, 
B 
+ (-l)“(-l)“C&,-, I1 4-l)&?, 1 n) 
LJ 
X a@g,@g, A . ..g.. 
The former summand is precisely 
(b 1 1 . ..tZ) U@g,@g, A ... A g,. 
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The latter is (b 1 1 . ..n- 1 l)a@g,@g, A .‘. A g,, hence zero. We thus 
have only to see how the superfluous elements given by 8; in 
n”F@ G 0 /1” ~ ‘G get killed by the image of the further terms of t, and the 
image of t,. Notice that these superfluous elements are of two kinds: those 
of type aarnml A b,,Og,Ogz A ... A g, and those of type aan-, A b,, Q 
g,Qg, A ..’ A g,. The former elements will be killed by t,, the latter by t, 
Consider, for instance, the superfluous element 
(-l)“~(b;,,-, I l...n-l)(& 11) 
B 
XU m-1 A b,,Qg,Qgz A ... A g,. (2) 
Among the terms of t, we have 
(-l)“x(b;p,pI I l... n--l)u,,-, A bBIQgnQcQah, 
P 
(we have already used it in Part (i)); applying the appropriate component 
0f a; 
A”FQGQA”GQF 
(-) 
/ 
A”FQGQAn-‘G 
one gets 
-(-1)” i (-l)h-‘C(b&* 11 . . . n - 1 )(a:! 1 h) 
h=l P 
xa m- 1 A b,,Qg,Qg, A ... A & A ... A gn 
and (2) is cancelled. 
Consider next a superfluous element of the second type, say 
(-l)“x(b;,-,I l...n-f)(&In) 
B 
x aanal A b,,QglQg, A ... A g,. 
Among the terms of t 1 we have 
(3) 
(-l)“-‘x(u,, I n)(b;,-, I l...n-2) 
B 
X &-I A bS,Qg,g,-,Q(gz A ... A g,-1) A g,; 
607;68, I-6 
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applying 8; one gets, among other elements, the sum 
The former summand is precisely the opposite of (3). The latter is 
(-l)“-‘(% I n,c (bb,-, I1 . ..n-2 1) 
B 
x4.,-, A b,, og,-, ogz A ... A g,, 
hence zero. We thus have only to see how the new superfluous elements 
given by 8; are killed by further terms of t, and t,. Again these superfluous 
terms are of two kinds: those of type (ajm- ,)6np 2 A b,, @g, _ 1 0 
g2 A . . . A g, will be killed by t,, those of type (al,, ~ ,)bn _ 2 A b,, Og, @ 
g, A ... “A!, by 1,. 
A pattern is then established similar to that in Part (i). The process will 
stop when terms of f , of type a,, A b @ g\‘) @ g, A . . . A g, are considered. 
For then we shall have superfluous elements of just one type, namely, 
bOg,Og, A ... A g,,, and t, can kill such elements. 
The second part of the proof is therefore complete because the reader 
can easily convince himself that the whole procedure involves all and only 
the terms of t, and t,. 
5. A DESCRIPTION OF THE (n+ 1)xn CASE 
As we have obtained a rather canonical description of I,+, , we hope soon 
to be able to give a similar description of the further maps $2, ti3, etc. In 
the meantime, we think it is interesting for the reader to see what the boun- 
dary map of the resolution looks like when m = n + 1. (In his thesis in 1973, 
Poon described a complex which was thought to be a resolution in this 
case, in all characteristics. It was discovered later, however, that there was 
torsion in the homology in characteristic two.) 
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Let us assume from now on that m, the rank of F, is precisely n + 1, with 
n the rank of G as usual. We then have the situation 
X;~‘(~)=L,,+I.,+,,FQL~,,,,,,G, 
x; - ‘(2) = 4, + ,.n,FQ L.,,, ,)G 
Z-‘(l)=/1 “+‘F@D,G@A”G@F, 
d, and d, are the obvious maps, and a4 is essentially 
A “+‘FQD,G&l”G@F-;;;* (A’+‘F@D,G@A”-‘G) 
‘p 
@ (A”F@G@A”G@F). 
We want to find a map 1+5~ such that a,$* = $, d, (the condition G2d3 = 0 is 
automatically satisfied since H4(Xn-‘(1)) = 0 implies that a4 is injective). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let d=f, A ... of,,,, and let a=f, A ... A 
A A ... A f,, , . A map ti2 with the required properties can be defined by 
d@a@cQcOg,EA “+‘F@A”F@A”GQA”G@G 
T 
- 1 i (-l)“pl(a,,-, 1 1 . ..s^...n)dOg.*g,OcOa:, 
+ 1 (-l)‘-‘(f, I gi) f (-l)$fl (-l)‘-’ 
r>i k=l [ r=1 
x (fc,-, I 1 . ..r^...k^...n)dOg.g,OcOft, , 
where fi A ... AfiA ... Afr A ... Af,,+,H&f;l@frnp2 and the other 
notations are as usual. 
ProoJ X;-l(1) is the kernel of Z;-’ +Z;, where Z;-‘= 
coker{ U; + U;- l}. AS a4t,b2 and 1,5 1d, give two elements of Z; ~ ’ by their 
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representatives in U;- I, it is enough to show that the difference between 
these two representatives is in the image of ul; = ,“+‘F@ GO n”G. We 
claim that that difference precisely coincides with the image of the 
following element of 17;: 
la I C)d@gj@c- C (-l)'-'(f, I gj) 
rci 
f (-l)k-l(l...i...i...,+l 1 l.../C...n)d@g,@c 
k=I 
As V;-’ is the direct sum of two modules, one must prove the claim 
with respect to both summands. We give a proof only for A’+ ‘FO 
D,G@/1”-*G. It is similar for ,4”F@G@/1”G@F. 
d,(d@ a 0 c 0 c 0 gj) is equal to 
C(dV, Igj)d~,,,(~Od,,)OcOc, with d(d)=Cdb,@d,,. 
v tl 
In order to apply $I 1 we need to distinguish when a < d,, and a > d,,. Let 
d,,,=f, A ... A!~ A ... Af"+,; then a<d,,, if r<i, a>d,,, otherwise. 
Thus 
$ld2(d@a@c@c@gj)=class of (tr, tz) 
with 
t,= 1 (-l)'p'(frI P,)[ i (-l)k{x (am-k Ik+l'..n) 
r<i k=l &B.E 
x &‘,-I 1 1 “‘k-l)& A bfln-k+1@&*8, 
@ gak-l A gk+l A ‘.. A gn II 
+ ~i(-I)‘~l(f,IX,)[~~(-l)k{~~(~p-*Ik’l”’n) 
x (dk-1 1 1 ...k-l)b~kAa,,-k+1O8~1*8, 
@&k-l ‘+‘gk+l A ..’ Ag, 11 7 
where b=f, A ... AjgA ... A f,,, r for every r. (Note that r # i in both 
sums, for r= i means a= d,,n and ICI,(d~,,,(a~ua)8cOc)=(O, fJ for 
any a.) 
On the other hand, a4$2(d@a8c@c@gj)=class of (u,, u2) with 
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ul= -1 i (-l)*-*(a;, 1 g/J i (-l)“-‘(a& ( 1 ...S...n) 
r h=l *=l 
x d@g,*g,@g, A . . . A gh A . . . A g, 
r>i h=l 
x d@g,g,@g, A ... A &, A ... A g, . 
Finally, let u1 denote 
Ji((a I C)d@gj@c- 1 (-I)‘-‘(A I gj) 
r<i 
x k$l (-l)“-‘(1 ..-i...i...n+ 1 ) 1 --f...n)d@g@c}) 
n 
= h;, (-l)“-‘(a ) c)d@gjghOgl A ... A gh A ... A g” 
- c (-W-U I gj) f (-Uh-l 
r-zi h=l 
x 
i 
~~,(-l)~-l(l...i...f...n+l 1 l.../C..n) 
X d@gkgh@g, A ... Agh A ... A g, 
I 
. 
We next show that t, equals the sum of u1 and ul. 
Part (i). 
Let us compare first the terms of type .. . @gi2)0 . . . (k = 1, . . . . n). For 
every k, we have in t, the following terms of that type: 
r~iw-‘Lfr I g,)(-l)k 
X 1 (-l)k-l 1 (a,,-, 1 k+ 1 . ..n)(bbk-. 1 1 . ..k- 1) 
%b 
x ahk A b&k+,@#)@& A ... A gk A ... A g,, 
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+ 1 (-lY(fr I gJ-v 
r21 
^ 
x b;lk~a,,~,+,@g~*‘@g,r\ ... r\g,~ ... ~g,, . 
But a:k A bll,-k+ I# 0 only when that product equals d; so the above 
equals 
ry-lrvI 8,)(-V 
x (-l)k-lC(WBn-kIk+l’..n)(W;)k-lI l*..k-1) 
i 0 
x d@gi2’@g, A ‘-- A&A *.. Ag, 
I 
+ c (-lY(fr I &)(-l)k 
,>i 
x 
i 
(-lYC(M’fu I k+l . ..n)(w&. 11 *..k-1) 
6 
X d@gi2'@g, A ... A& A . . . Agg, , 
where W=fi A ..a A3, A ... A3iA ... Afn+l when r<i and 
W=fi A . . . A3, A ..a A3rA --. A fn + 1 when r > i. By the Laplace rule 
one gets 
r;i(-l)“(f, 1 gj)(-l)k(-l)kP’(W I l-~-4 
x d@gi*'@g, A -.. A & A *.. Agn. (1) 
As 
@(&A&A --a A&A ... A&) 
= ,;;(-l)‘-‘(f,I g,)(l...r^...S...n+l 1 l..&..n) 
- c (-l)‘-‘(f,j g,)(l .-.E-.-i.*.n+ 1 ) 1 . ..fC...n). (*) 
r>i 
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(1) equals 
(Ul g,Ag, A ... A&A ... A&)d@g~2)@& A ... AikA ... A&‘, (2) 
plus twice 
- ,;i(-l)‘qfI g,)(l..+..i...n+l 1 l...fC...n) 
X d@gji2’@gl A ... A& A ... Ag,,. (3) 
When k #j, (2) vanishes and we recover twice (3) in the second summand 
of vr (take h = k there and recal that g, g, is equal to 2gi2’). 
When k =j, we recover twice (3) as above; with regard to (2), take h =j 
in the first summand of II,. One gets twice 
(-l)‘-1(UlC)d~g~2’~g, A ... A,g,A ... Agg, 
= (U 1 g j  A g, A ... A 2, A . . . A &)d@g;2’@g1 A ... A g j  A ... A g,, 
so that (2) is covered, and we have one term left: 
(U 1 g j  A g, A ... A 2, A ... A 8,) d@g,2’@g, A ... A g j  A ... A g,. (4) 
Note though that terms of type . . . @ gj’) @ . . . also appear in the first sum- 
mand of ur, 
- ;*g, (-l)h-l(& I gh)(-W1(%-, 11 ...j...n) 
X d@gt2’@gl A ... A & A ... A g 
J 
=- i (-l)h-l(-l)j-l(U, g, Ag,: ... AgjA .-. A&,) 
h=l 
X d@l,gt2’@g, A ... A g,, A ... A g 
= -(-I;-I(-I)‘-‘(U ( g j  A g, A 
n 
..* AgjA ... A&,) 
X d@g,“@g, A ... A &fj A ... A g,, 
and this is the opposite of (4)! 
What happens to the remaining part of the first summand of u,? We 
have 
- ;,;, (-l)h-‘(a&r I gJJC’ (-l)“-‘(a,,-, 11 . ..S...n) 
s=l 
X dQg,g,Qg, A ... A i,, A ... A g, 
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=-h~,(-l)h-'~~l(-l)~-'(~,gh"gl A ... A&A ... Ag,) 
S=l 
X dQg,g,@g, A ... A gh A ... A g, 
j- 1 
=- 1 (-l)h-l(-l)h-l(,IghAglA ... A&A . . . Ag,) 
h=l 
X dQg,gj@gl A ... A g,, A ... A g,, 
and this cancels part of the first summand of u,; thus the only part of the 
first summand of or which is left is 
h=~+,(-1)h-‘(alC)dQgjg,6gl A *I. Ag,,A . . . Ag,,, (5) 
J 
to be used later. 
Part (ii). 
We now turn to the part of the second summand of tI which we have not 
yet covered; for any fixed r > i and any k, we have 
k-l 
(-l)‘-‘(f, ( gj)(-qk 1 (-l)“-‘(1 .*.i...i...n+ 11 14L.n) 
s=l 
X d@g,g,@g, A ... A& A ... Ag,. (6) 
On the other hand, for the same r and k, we have in u1 (let h = s), 
(-l)‘-‘(fr 1 gj)(-l)k f (-l)“-’ kfl (-l)‘-’ 
s=l 1=1 
x (1 . ..f... i...n+l (.yl...i...&..n) 
X d@g,gk@gl A *.. A 2, A ... A g, 
k-l 
= (-l)‘-‘(f, 1 gj)(-l)k-’ c (-i)‘-’ 
<=I 
x (l...i...r^...n+l 1 l...f...n) 
X d@g,g,@g, A *.. A & A ... A g, 
k-l 
+ (-l)‘-‘(fr I .!Tj)(-l)k C (-l)“p’ 
s= 1 
x (l...f...f...n+l 1 I.../$..+) 
X d@g,gk@gl A ... A 2, A ... A g,, (7) 
so that (6) is covered by the second summand of (7). 
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What about the first summand of (7)? In order to dispose of it, indeed of 
the whole 
r~i(-l)‘-‘w gilk$, (-lJkpl k&-1)‘-1 
t=1 
x (l...i...i...n+l 1 l...i...H) 
x d@g,g,@g, A ... A g, A ... A g,, (7’) 
we again resort to the second summand of vl. There we have been left with 
the sum of 
- ,~i(-w’(f, I &I i (-l)k-l 
k=l 
x (l...F...f...n+l 1 l...&..n) 
k-l 
1 (-l)h-ld@g kghQg, A ... A&A ..’ r\g, (8) 
h=l 
- ,~i(-lr’(frlgj) i l-l)“-’ 
k=l 
x (l...i...f...n+l I l-./&n) 
X f (-I)“-‘d@g,g,@g, A ... /lgh A ... A g,, . (9) 
h=k+l 
But (7’) is equal to 
rFi (-I)‘-‘(fr I gj) ,$, (-l)kpl f (-1)‘-’ 
r=k+l 
x (1 . ..i... i...n+l 11 . ..fL.n) 
X d@g,g,@g, A ... Ai, A ... A g,. 
Summing up (7”) and (9) (let h = t), one gets by identity (*) 
- kg, (-l)k-1 (-l)h-I(, ljl . ..Ln) 
h=k+l 
X dQg,g,@g, A ... A $,, A ... A g,. 
(7”) 
(10) 
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When k #j, (10) vanishes. When k =j, (10) becomes 
which cancels with (5)! 
Part (iii). 
In order to complete the proof, we have only to take care of (8) and the 
part of the first summand of t, where gk,*g, #gi*). But this part of t, is 
r~i(-l)'-lCf; I gilkg, (F1lk 'f' (F1)"p' 
s= 1 
x (l...i...i...n+l 1 l...&..n) 
X dOgsgk@g, A ... A g, A ... A g,,, 
which obviously coincides with (8). 
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